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planet disk resolution -
eccentricity…
Planet radius – obliquity –
Limb absorption spectrum – inclination -
stellar density – spots – limb-darkening –
satellite – rings…
Planet – planet  
interactions
Phase curve (heat transfer, 
albedo, rotation…),  Trojan 
search, planet mass …
Dynamic – structure – atmosphere
































Exploring the 1000 nearest
UCDs for transiting terrestrial
planets
Get the best possible targets in 
the Earth-sized regime for 
JWST & ELTs
UCD
Southern hemisphere: Northern hemisphere:
SSO	– Paranal (Chile)	– 4	x	1m	telescopes
TRAPPIST-South	(Chile) TRAPPIST-North (Morocco)
+






Occultation emission spectroscopyPhase curve





Occultation emission spectroscopyPhase curve
Occultation mappingHost star characterization
Transit timing variations
55	Cancri e
Demory,	Gillon	et	al.	(2017)
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